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Figure 1: Female (left) and male (right) body type variations. From left to right for both female and male virtual characters:
ectomorph, mesomorph, and endomorph.

ABSTRACT
We examined the effects of virtual characters’ body type and voice
pitch on perceived audio-visual correspondence and believability.
For our within-group study (𝑁 = 72), we developed nine experi-
mental conditions using a 3 (body type: ectomorph vs. mesomorph
vs. endomorph body types) × 3 (voice pitch: low vs. medium vs.
high fundamental frequency [F0]) design. We found statistically
significant main effects from voice pitch and statistically significant
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interaction effects between a virtual character’s body type and voice
pitch on both the level of perceived audio-visual correspondence
and believability of female and male virtual characters. For female
virtual characters, we also observed an additional statistically sig-
nificant main effect from body type and a statistically significant
interaction effect between the participant’s biological sex and the
virtual character’s voice pitch on both perceived audio-visual cor-
respondence and believability. Moreover, the results show that per-
ceived believability is highly correlated to perceived audio-visual
correspondence. Our findings have important practical implications
in applications where the virtual character is meant to be an emo-
tional or informational guide that requires some level of perceived
believability, as the findings suggest that it is possible to enhance
the perceived believability of the virtual characters by generating
appropriate voices through pitch manipulation of existing voices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In virtual characters, audio-visual components play a crucial role
in creating a realistic and engaging user experience. Audio plays an
important role in human interactions in the form of voice, which
is the most common and expedient way of communication [Wani
et al. 2021]. Moreover, voice conveys personal information such as
social status, personality traits, and the speaker’s emotional state
[Kreiman and Sidtis 2011; Zhang 2016]. Much like how we look, the
way we sound comprises overlapping data about who we are to the
extent that people can imagine a speaker’s face from their voice and
vice versa [Kao et al. 2022; Mavica and Barenholtz 2013]. Finding
the right voice is crucial to the level that a mismatch in the realism
of virtual human face and voice creates the feeling of discomfort
[Mitchell et al. 2011] or uncanniness [Tinwell et al. 2010].

Recent neuroscience research has shown a link between audi-
tory and visual cues in human perception [Belin et al. 2004] and
that the cues are processed interchangeably in the cortex [Young
et al. 2020]. Studies on humans have shown correlations between
facial features and the acoustic features of the voice [Lu et al. 2021;
Mavica and Barenholtz 2013; Oh et al. 2019] as well as correlations
between the body and the voice [Evans et al. 2006; Pawelec et al.
2020; Pisanski et al. 2016]. Additionally, it is known that age and
gender [Yamauchi et al. 2022], and ethnicity [Rakić et al. 2011] affect
how a person sounds and speaks. Yet, it is inconclusive whether
a person’s physical dimensions can affect their voice, making the
role of physical dimensions on voice unknown. Thus, we leveraged
these audio-visual correspondences in humans, which are reflected
in our stimuli, to study the impact of perceived audio-visual cor-
respondence and believability of virtual characters. The perceived
audio-visual correspondence refers to thematch between the virtual
character’s voice pitch, expressed as the fundamental frequency
(F0), and the virtual character’s face and body dimensions measured
by the facial width, jaw length, neck girth, chest girth, and waist
and hip girth. We define perceived believability as the likeliness
that the virtual character produces the given voice.

Based on the previous relationships between the acoustic fea-
tures of the human voice and the physical characteristics of the
speaker, we conducted a 3 (body type: ectomorph vs. mesomorph
vs. endomorph body types; see Figure 1) × 3 (voice pitch: low vs.
medium vs. high fundamental frequency [F0]; see Table 2 in the
supplementary material document) within-group study to explore

the significance of this relationship on virtual characters. This study
aimed to answer the following research questions:

• RQ1.1: To what extent does the body type affect the per-
ceived audio-visual correspondence for female and male
virtual characters?

• RQ1.2: To what extent does the body type affect the per-
ceived believability of female and male virtual characters?

• RQ2.1: To what extent does the voice pitch affect the per-
ceived audio-visual correspondence for female and male
virtual characters?

• RQ2.2: To what extent does the voice pitch affect the per-
ceived believability of female and male virtual characters?

• RQ3.1: To what extent does the body type × voice pitch in-
teraction impact the perceived audio-visual correspondence
for female and male virtual characters?

• RQ3.2: To what extent does the body type × voice pitch
interaction impact the perceived believability for female and
male virtual characters?

• RQ4: Is there a correlation between perceived audio-visual
correspondence and believability?

• RQ5: To what extent does the perceived audio-visual corre-
spondence and believability of body types and voice pitch
depend on the participant’s sex?

2 RELATEDWORK
Believable Virtual Characters. Researchers have been working

on creating believable virtual characters in various aspects such as
graphics [Walshe et al. 2003], interactions [Riedl and Stern 2006],
and emotional abilities [Marsella and Gratch 2003]. A believable au-
tonomous agent is a life-like systemwith reactivity and interactivity
that is able to make appropriate decisions [Riedl and Stern 2006].
Loyall et al. [Loyall et al. 1997] identified key features of a believable
virtual agent, including a unique personality, emotional awareness,
self-motivation, responsiveness, consistency of expression, and
the illusion of life. Virtual agents that demonstrate environmental
awareness and interaction awareness were perceived as more be-
lievable as they were able to react and exist in the correct social
context [Bogdanovych et al. 2016]. Correspondingly, Doyle [Doyle
2002] differentiated realism and believability in virtual characters
by stating that a believable virtual character is not necessarily a
real character but is real in the context of its environment. Thomas
and Johnston [Thomas and Johnston 1981] claimed that personal-
ity match, even when the virtual character does not look realistic,
can make drawings real in animation. An example of this is when
audiences relate to stylized hand-drawn characters with consistent
personalities as they appear to be real to the audience [Han 2009].
Hence, published works agreed upon using the extent to which a
viewer engages and empathizes with a virtual character as a mea-
surement of perceived believability [Han 2009; Niewiadomski and
Pelachaud 2011].

Perception of Virtual Character’s Voices. Virtual characters can
have real actors’ voices, synthesized voices, or a mixture of both.
Studies on text-to-speech and copy-synthesis methods reported
that synthesized voices are perceived as less sympathetic [Thomas
et al. [n. d.]] and less preferable [Cabral et al. 2017] when compared
to real human voices. Despite the negative feedback on certain

https://doi.org/10.1145/3605495.3605791
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synthesis methods, other studies revealed that the perceived nat-
uralness in voice is related to the speaker’s distinct characteristic
rather than the realism of the voice. Unnatural-sounding voices
do not affect a virtual character’s social presence nor empathetic
responses from the audiences [Aylett et al. 2017; Higgins et al. 2022].
Yet, a mismatch in realism between the voice and the virtual char-
acter’s appearance can develop a sense of uncanniness, resulting
in discomfort for the viewer [Higgins et al. 2022; Mitchell et al.
2011]. Ferstl et al. [Ferstl et al. 2021b] study with animated virtual
agents highlighted the importance of believable voices in virtual
characters by illustrating that realism in voice is preferable over the
realism of appearance when they produce perceptual mismatches.
Works in this area [Ferstl et al. 2021b; Kao et al. 2022] demonstrated
that matching the appropriate voices for virtual characters is cru-
cial because vocal characteristics and their appropriateness can
influence human perception of a virtual character.

The Role of Voice in Human Recognition. Voice contains infor-
mation about the speaker and influences our perceptions of the
speaker. With virtual characters, viewers can perceive agreeable-
ness and emotional stability through their speech [Thomas et al.
[n. d.]]. The human voice could be a predictor for the speaker’s at-
tributes such as identity [Maguinness et al. 2018], age [Grzybowska
and Kacprzak 2016], gender [Junger et al. 2013], size [Smith et al.
2005], emotion [Zhang et al. 2019], personality [Aronovitch 1976],
weight [de Souza and dos Santos 2018], and height [Pisanski et al.
2014]. Furthermore, voice influences how we perceive the speaker,
such as attractiveness [Collins and Missing 2003; Pisanski et al.
2016], femininity and masculinity [Cartei and Reby 2013; Coleman
1976], social status [Zhang 2016], and ethnicity [Oh et al. 2019]. All
in all, voice plays a critical role in the embodiment of a human, as
seen with actors, who have been engaging their voices with their
faces and bodies to build a holistic portrayal of a virtual character
[Berry et al. 2022].

Humans unconsciously associate faces with voices in identity
recognition [Joassin et al. 2011]. Yet, there is no strong, consistent
correlation between the face and the voice. While some studies
reported that people could only match unfamiliar voices to dynam-
ically articulating faces and not to static photographs [Kamachi
et al. 2003; Lachs and Pisoni 2004], some also showed that people
could match unfamiliar voices to faces with slightly greater than
chance accuracy, with better performance for dynamic faces than
for static faces [Mavica and Barenholtz 2013; Smith et al. 2016].
Discrepancies between the results in studies related to face and
voice correlation may be due to the lack of diversity [Kamachi et al.
2003] in their pool of participants and the inconsistencies in their
methodologies such as sequential [Lachs and Pisoni 2004] versus
simultaneous presentation of stimuli [Mavica and Barenholtz 2013].
Presentation order for the stimuli may have caused temporal biases
since research suggested that memory for dynamic facial images is
better than that of static images [Christie and Bruce 1998]. Addi-
tionally, in real interactions, faces and voices are also commonly
perceived simultaneously [Smith et al. 2016].

Attributes of the voice are related to the physical facial and
body structure. People with longer and wider faces are often associ-
ated with lower voices [Macari et al. 2014, 2017], but some studies
only reported this correlation for certain vowels [Bommarito 2019;

Macari et al. 2015]. The agreed-upon trends in this area suggest that
people with larger neck girth [Pawelec et al. 2020], higher body
mass [Cartei and Reby 2013], and older age are associated with
lower voices [Cartei and Reby 2013; Eichhorn et al. 2018; Hatano
et al. 2012]. Literature also suggests that hip and chest circumfer-
ences, and waist circumference negatively and positively correlated
to the fundamental frequency (F0), respectively [Evans et al. 2006;
Hughes et al. [n. d.]; Pawelec et al. 2020; Pisanski et al. 2016]. The
waist-to-hip ratio also corresponds to the hormone levels [Hughes
et al. [n. d.]; Mondragón-Ceballos et al. 2015] that influence the
vocal tract and voice qualities [Pawelec et al. 2020].

Although the length of the vocal tract, responsible for speech
production, seems to correlate with the speaker’s height [Barsties
et al. 2016; Fitch and Giedd 1999; Pisanski et al. 2014, 2016] in which
a taller body is associated with a longer vocal tract and lower fun-
damental frequencies [Fitch and Giedd 1999; Pisanski et al. 2014],
inconsistent results still exist for voice correlation to body height,
especially in different sexes [Barsties et al. 2016; Hatano et al. 2012].
There are several external and biophysical influential factors on
voice, especially on the undisclosed fundamental frequency, such
as age [Fitch and Giedd 1999], time of day [Garrett and Healey
1987], speaking context [Zraick et al. 2006], languages [Altenberg
and Ferrand 2006], emotions [Breitenstein et al. 2001], hormonal
changes [D’haeseleer et al. 2012], and even habits such as smok-
ing [Guimarães and Abberton 2005]. As a result, voice condition
varies significantly. Research in this area is still limited by the small
number of voice conditions [Zhang 2016] and the relatively small
number of variables [Berry et al. 2022] explored in each study. There-
fore, these voice parameters could explain only a small amount of
the variation in human body measurements [Pisanski et al. 2016].

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Participants
We conducted two a priori power analyses on the collected per-
ceived audio-visual correspondence and believability ratings from
10 participants using R-Studio software. Based on a .61 effect size
for the perceived audio-visual correspondence rating and .43 effect
size for the perceived believability rating and an 𝛼 = .05, to achieve
an 80% power, the analyses recommended a minimum of 70 partici-
pants. We recruited 72 participants from our university campus for
our within-group study. Our pool of participants consisted of 25
females and 47 males with ages ranging from 18 to 40 (𝑀 = 24.42,
𝑆𝐷 = 4.01). Our participants self-reported their English fluency to
be at least at working proficiency and have no ear or eye-related
disabilities.

3.2 Virtual Character Generation and
Animation

We used Reallusion’s Character Creator 41 with its default con-
tent library and theWorking Class Heroes2 collection downloaded
from Reallusion’s content store to create our virtual characters. We
designed six virtual characters (see Figure 1). Each virtual char-
acter had three variations of different body dimensions based on

1www.reallusion.com/character-creator
2www.reallusion.com/ContentStore/Character-Creator/Pack/Working-Class-Heroes
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the Heath-Carter Somatotypes [Carter and Heath 1990]: ectomorph,
mesomorph, and endomorph (see Table 1 in the supplementary ma-
terial document). We used the somatotypes as the base guidelines
for our virtual character as we tried to capture the major human
body types. We limited our study to American English-speaking
virtual characters of Caucasian descent to match the source of our
base voice corpus. We selected brown hair for our virtual characters
because it is the most common hair color in America [hai [n. d.]].
We kept the height of the virtual characters constant as height’s
contribution to voice is inconsistent and difficult to distinguish
through a computer screen. Age is also constant within the range
for the most stable voice (30-50 years old) [Abitbol et al. 1999].

We wrote Python scripts in Autodesk Maya 20223 to evaluate
that the virtual character’s mesh dimensions match the body mea-
surements presented in human research. There is a fixed difference
in the mesh measurement between the body variations to ensure
equal influences. The mesh measurements include the facial width,
the jaw length, and the neck, chest, waist, and hip girth. The facial
width is calculated by intersecting a plane with the head at the level
of the bilateral zygion points [Macari et al. 2017] and calculating
the Euclidean distance between the two furthest points from that in-
tersection. The jaw length is estimated with the Euclidean distance
between the vertices representing the condylion and the lowest
point of the mandibular symphysis from the side view [Macari et al.
2014]. The neck, chest, waist, and hip girth were estimated by inter-
secting those parts of the model with planes as shown in Figure 2
and calculating the circumference of the convex hull formed by the
polygonal chain of the intersection points [Wuhrer and Shu 2013].

Figure 2: Left: The result of our custom Python script to
create intersecting planes used tomeasure the differentmesh
dimensions: facial width, neck girth, chest girth, and waist
and hip girth in this order from top to bottom. Right: The
result of our custom Python script tomeasure the jaw length.

Wekept the other components of our animated virtual characters,
such as the outfit [Lightstone et al. 2011], animation [Badathala et al.
2018], view [Baranowski and Hecht 2018], and lighting [Wisessing
et al. 2020] constant to limit external influences on the participant’s
perception. We placed our virtual characters, dressed in neutral
black and white, in the Default_CC4 atmospheric lighting. Our
virtual characters have the same textures, skin color, and hair colors
and were presented on a 50% grey background for equal contrast
(see Figure 3). The virtual characters were animated in Reallusion’s
iClone 8,4 which allowed us to generate custom animations that can
3www.autodesk.com/products/maya
4www.reallusion.com/iclone

be applied to multiple virtual characters, guaranteeing that all of
our virtual characters were animated in the same way. In addition to
the lip-sync, we applied extra animations at low intensity, including
facial movements to complement the lip-sync, idle movements, and
two-eye blinks to avoid uncanny movements.

Figure 3: Full-body (left) and closeup (right) stimuli sample
in 16:9 aspect ratio.

3.3 Voice Pitch Manipulation
The audio stimuli were manipulated from the UW/NU corpus [uwc
2017] of phonetically balanced sentences for high-quality audio.
We selected Pacific Northwestern male and female recordings with
minimal prosody and a neutral comprehensible pace. The audio file
we selected said “two blue fish swam in a tank.” We approached voice
as how the virtual character sounds, an instrument of expression,
rather than speech, which is a conveyor of meaning [Edwards and
Newell 2005]. Therefore, our study excludes how the virtual charac-
ter speaks, such as prosody and accent. Manipulating a single base
audio for each sex instead of using human voice actors minimized
the differences among the other vocal attributes and ensured the
same speech content across the F0 variations. Moreover, manipulat-
ing an existing audio file instead of using human voice actors also
reflects a practical alternative to generating variations of voices
when resources, such as voice actors, are limited. The F0 values
(see Table 2 in the supplementary material document) of the two
selected base voices were then manipulated to three discrete values
to produce the different voice variations (low, medium, and high).
The minimum F0s, the maximum F0s [Baken and Orlikoff 2000],
and the average between the two F0s for each sex was applied to the
low, high, and medium voice variation, respectively. The medium
pitch level also corresponds to the mean F0 from Pisanski’s subjects
[Pisanski et al. 2016].

We considered fundamental frequency (F0) over formant fre-
quency because it consists of a single number that is simpler for
manipulation and is shown to be the most important feature used
in voice perception [Gelfer and Mikos 2005]. The F0 is adjusted
using Praat’s Vocal Toolkit’s functions Change Pitch Median and
Variation.5 We validated the manipulated fundamental frequency
with Praat’s Voice Report function where the pitch contour set-
tings were set to 75Hz and 300Hz for the floor and ceiling of male
voices, and 100Hz and 500Hz for female voices. Setting the floor and
ceiling of the pitch range is a recommended technical requirement
to increase sampling resolution for the most accurate extraction in
pitch analysis [pra 2019].

5https://www.praatvocaltoolkit.com/change-pitch.html
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After manipulating the F0, we normalized the audio files with
Audacity’s Loudness Normalization function (LUF)6 to the stan-
dard’s recommendation for loudness normalization issued by the
European Broadcasting Union of 23 LUF [EBU-Recommendation
2011]. Likewise, the audio files used in the calibration process were
also normalized to 23 LUF. Finally, we assume that the reverbera-
tion of our audio file does not affect the participants’ perception of
the virtual character’s audio-visual coherence. The virtual charac-
ters were placed in front of a solid grey background; therefore, the
environment is ambiguous and no reverberation is adjusted.

3.4 Study Details
For our study, we selected attributes that were shown to signifi-
cantly affect the perceived characteristic of the human voice, which
includes the facial width, jaw length, neck girth, chest girth, waist
girth and hip girth, and the acoustic parameter: fundamental fre-
quency (F0) [Macari et al. 2017; Pisanski et al. 2016]. To assess the
correlation between the virtual characters’ body dimensions and
the pitch of the virtual characters’ voices, and the correlation’s
affect on the perceived believability, we created two virtual char-
acters of each biological sex (male and female), each with three
different body type variations that are representative of the body
measurements as shown in Table 1 in the supplementary material
document, and three voice variations with different pitch levels as
shown in Table 2 in the supplemental material document. Follow-
ing the full-factorial design, we combined all levels of each factor
to create 18 animated videos (nine with male and nine with fe-
male virtual characters) with audio, each representing a voice-body
combination.

3.5 Measurements
We created a Qualtrics survey with our pre-survey calibration, stim-
uli, survey questions, and post-survey demographic questions. The
pre-survey questions ensured that the equipment worked and that
our participants had the required level of English proficiency and
no eye- or ear-related disabilities. Our study consisted of eight
rating questions and three optional free-response questions, giv-
ing us both quantitative and qualitative data. Questions evaluating
the perceived audio-visual correspondence focused on the “match”
between the voice pitch and the virtual character’s physical appear-
ance. Meanwhile, questions evaluating the perceived believability
were based on Loyall et al.’s [Loyall et al. 1997] definition of be-
lievability, and focused on the expectations and the uniqueness of
the match. Some questions were designed to assess similar values
with different wordings to alleviate the possible discrepancies in in-
terpretations. The questions were organized into head-related and
body-related questions. The virtual characters were simultaneously
presented with a close-up and a full-body view (see Figure 3) of the
animation. Tables 1-3 in Appendix A show the questions grouped
by the dependent variable they collected along with the animation
view that was shown alongside them in the survey. Each animation
had a frontal view alongside a 3/4 view to show dimensionality.

6https://manual.audacityteam.org/man/
loudness_normalization.html

3.6 Procedure
We sent out a recruitment email in which volunteers can schedule
a time to participate in our study. The study was conducted in per-
son in our department’s laboratory with a DELL P2722H monitor
and a Sennheiser’s on-ear HD25 DJ headphones. Upon arrival, the
research team informed the participants of the instructions for the
study and presented them with the consent form approved by the
university’s Institutional Review Board. First, we asked the par-
ticipants to select whether they had eye- or ear-related disorders
that may interfere with their ability to perceive the stimuli. If they
selected yes, we would end the study. After that, the participants
were prompted to write down what they heard from the two calibra-
tion audio files, one of a female speaker and one of a male speaker,
saying, “rice is often served in round bowls.” Next, the participants
proceeded to watch all 18 videos of the treatment combinations in
randomized order and rated the level of the perceived correspon-
dence between the virtual characters’ voice and body type, and
the voice-body pair’s perceived believability on a 5-point Likert
scale (1: low - 5: high perceived audio-visual correspondence or
believability). The participants could not return to previous survey
pages after proceeding to another. After the study, the participants
filled in their demographic information in the survey form. The
study lasted no more than 50 minutes.

4 RESULTS
We performed our statistical analyses using R-Studio software. The
normality assumptions were validated with QQ plots of the residu-
als. We used the Restricted maximum likelihood (REML) for fitting
estimation and Satherthwaite’s method from the ImerTest package
[Kuznetsova et al. 2017] to calculate the significance. For simplicity
of model interpretation, we only included two-factor interaction
terms (sex × body type, sex × voice pitch, and voice pitch × body
type), where sex was the participant’s biological sex.We categorized
our rating questions into two groups for each of our dependent
variables, perceived audio-visual correspondence and believability.
We ran two Linear Mixed Effect (LME) models on the data col-
lected for our dependent variables to assess whether there are any
statistically significant main and interaction effects between the
virtual character’s body type, voice pitch level, and the participant’s
biological sex on the dependent variables.

Since we were interested in the treatment effects of the virtual
character’s body type, voice, and participant’s sex on the whole
population, we treated participants as being randomly selected
from the population whose characteristics we would like to esti-
mate. For both analyses, we included the participant’s biological
sex, the virtual character’s body type, and the virtual character’s
voice pitch as the fixed effects and participants as a random effect.
We provide a detailed explanation of the LME model in the sup-
plementary material document. Finally, we ran post hoc multiple
pairwise comparisons using t-tests to assess each treatment-level
combination. We provide descriptive statistics in Table 3-6 in the
supplementary material document.
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4.1 Female Virtual Characters
The results for female virtual characters showed similar trends in
the level of perceived audio-visual correspondence (AVC) and be-
lievability (B), where we observed statistically significant main
effects from body type (AVC: 𝐹 [2, 564] = 12.70, 𝑝 < .001, B:
𝐹 [2, 564] = 9.56, 𝑝 = .001) and voice pitch (AVC: 𝐹 [2, 564] = 38.37,
𝑝 < .001, B: 𝐹 [2, 564] = 45.63, 𝑝 < .001), as well as statistically
significant interaction effects between body type and voice pitch
(AVC: 𝐹 [4, 564] = 3.88, 𝑝 = .004, B: 𝐹 [4, 564] = 4.95, 𝑝 = .001), and
between participant’s sex and voice pitch (AVC: 𝐹 [2, 564] = 5.90,
𝑝 = .003, B: 𝐹 [2, 564] = 4.68, 𝑝 = .010).

4.1.1 Body Type. Our female participants rated the female ec-
tomorph with a high-pitched voice to have statistically signif-
icant lower perceived audio-visual correspondence ratings and
were less believable than when paired with a low-pitched voice
(AVC: 𝑡 [564] = −3.00, 𝑝 = .004, 𝐵 : 𝑡 [564] = −2.92, 𝑝 = .005)
and a medium-pitched voice (AVC: 𝑡 [564] = −4.12, 𝑝 < .001,
𝐵 : 𝑡 [564] = −4.80, 𝑝 < .001). Correspondingly, our male par-
ticipants also rated the ectomorphic female virtual character with a
high-pitched voice to be significantly less believable than that with
amedium-pitched voice (𝑡 [564] = −2.52, 𝑝 = .016). While onlymale
participants rated the female ectomorph with a low-pitched voice
to have marginally lower perceived audio-visual correspondence
than the ectomorph with a medium-pitched voice (𝑡 [564] = −2.03,
𝑝 = .053).

Both male and female participants gave statistically significant
perceived audio-visual correspondence and believability ratings
for female mesomorphs when paired with voices of different pitch
levels. Both agreed that the female mesomorph with a high-pitched
voice had lower perceived audio-visual correspondence and was
significantly less believable than when paired with a low-pitched
voice (AVC: male participants: 𝑡 [564] = −3.92, 𝑝 < .001; female par-
ticipants: 𝑡 [564] = −6.40, 𝑝 < .001. B: male participants: 𝑡 [564] =
−4.43, 𝑝 < .001; female participants: 𝑡 [564] = −6.13, 𝑝 < .001).
Additionally, both male and female participants rated mesomorphs
with a high-pitched voice to have statistically significant lower
audio-visual correspondence and were significantly less believable
than when paired with a medium-pitched voice (AVC: male partici-
pants: 𝑡 [564] = −3.13, 𝑝 = .003; female participants: 𝑡 [564] = −5.18,
𝑝 < .001. B: male participants: 𝑡 [564] = −3.71, 𝑝 < .001; female
participants: 𝑡 [564] = −5.81, 𝑝 < .001). However, there were no sta-
tistically significant contrasts in the perceived believability ratings
for female mesomorphs when paired with medium- or low-pitched
voices.

Both male and female participants gave statistically significant
ratings for the endomorphic female virtual character when paired
with voices of different pitch levels. The female endomorph was
perceived as significantly more believable with significantly higher
audio-visual correspondence when paired with a low-pitched voice
than with a high-pitched voice (AVC: male participants: 𝑡 [564] =
−4.15, 𝑝 < .001; female participants: 𝑡 [64] = −6.60, 𝑝 < .001. B:
male participants: 𝑡 [564] = −5.25, 𝑝 < .001; female participants:
𝑡 [564] = −6.83, 𝑝 < .001). Similarly, the perceived audio-visual
correspondence and believability ratings were also significantly
lower for the female endomorph with a high-pitched voice than for
that with a medium-pitched voice (AVC: male participants: 𝑡 [564] =

−2.39, 𝑝 = .023; female participants: 𝑡 [564] = −4.54, 𝑝 < .001. B:
male participants: 𝑡 [564] = −2.23, 𝑝 = .034; female participants:
𝑡 [564] = −4.54, 𝑝 < .001). Only female participants rated the female
endomorph to have a marginally higher correspondence when
paired with a low-pitched voice than when paired with a medium-
pitched voice (𝑡 [564] = 2.05, 𝑝 = .050), female endomorph with
a low-pitched voice had statistically significant higher perceived
believability scores than the female endomorph with a medium-
pitched voice (male participants: 𝑡 [564] = 3.03, 𝑝 = .004; female
participants: 𝑡 [564] = 2.23, 𝑝 = .029).

4.1.2 Voice Pitch. We observed no statistically significant differ-
ences in perceived audio-visual correspondence and believability
ratings for female virtual characters with a low-pitched voice when
paired with the different body types. For female virtual characters
with a high-pitched voice, both male and female participants gave
statistically significant higher perceived audio-visual correspon-
dence and believability ratings for ectomorphs than for endomorphs
(AVC: male participants: 𝑡 [564] = 4.68, 𝑝 < .001; female partici-
pants: 𝑡 [564] = 3.31, 𝑝 = .001. B: male participants: 𝑡 [564] = 4.17,
𝑝 < .001; female participants: 𝑡 [564] = 2.98, 𝑝 = .005) and meso-
morphs (AVC: male participants: 𝑡 [564] = 4.00, 𝑝 < .001; female
participants: 𝑡 [564] = 3.31, 𝑝 = .006. B: male participants: 𝑡 [564] =
3.85, 𝑝 < .001; female participants: 𝑡 [564] = 2.51, 𝑝 = .016). How-
ever, the perceived audio-visual correspondence and believability
ratings for female virtual characters with high-pitched voice does
not significantly change when paired with endomorphic or meso-
morphic body types.

The female virtual character with a medium-pitched voice was
perceived to have statistically significant higher perceived audio-
visual correspondence and believability from both male and fe-
male participants when paired with an ectomorphic body than
with an endomorphic body (AVC: male participants: 𝑡 [564] = 4.25,
𝑝 < .001; female participants: 𝑡 [564] = 2.95, 𝑝 = .005. B: male partic-
ipants: 𝑡 [564] = 4.47, 𝑝 < .001; female participants: 𝑡 [564] = 3.15,
𝑝 = .003). In addition, only male participants rated virtual charac-
ters with a medium-pitched voice to have statistically significant
higher perceived audio-visual correspondence and believability
when paired with ectomorphs than when paired with mesomorphs
(AVC: 𝑡 [564] = 2.82, 𝑝 = .007. B: 𝑡 [564] = 2.66, 𝑝 = .011).

4.1.3 Participant’s Biological Sex. Ectomorphic female virtual char-
acters with a high-pitched voice were significantly less believable
with significantly less audio-visual correspondence for our female
participants than for our male participants (AVC: 𝑡 [216] = −2.00,
𝑝 = .023. B: 𝑡 [263] = −2.86, 𝑝 = .002). Additionally, the perceived
believability ratings for the female endomorph with a high-pitched
voice were also significantly lower for our female participants than
for our male participants (𝑡 [263] = −2.26, 𝑝 = .013). Mesomorphic
female virtual characters with high-pitched voices were also sig-
nificantly less believable for our female participants than for our
male participants (𝑡 [263] = −2.16, 𝑝 = .016).

4.2 Male Virtual Characters
Our results showed a statistically significant main effect from voice
pitch (AVC: 𝐹 [2, 565] = 14.92, 𝑝 < .001. B: 𝐹 [2, 565] = 16.99,
𝑝 < .001) and a statistically significant interaction effect between
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body type and voice pitch (AVC: 𝐹 [4, 565] = 5.20, 𝑝 < .001. B:
𝐹 [4, 565] = 4.86, 𝑝 < .001) on both the level of perceived audio-
visual correspondence and believability.

4.2.1 Body Type. Both male and female participants gave the
male ectomorph significantly higher perceived audio-visual corre-
spondence and believability ratings when paired with a medium-
pitched voice than with a low-pitched voice (AVC: male participants:
𝑡 [565] = −3.74, 𝑝 < .001; female participants: 𝑡 [565] = −2.88,
𝑝 = .006. B: male participants: 𝑡 [565] = −4.09, 𝑝 < .001; female
participants: 𝑡 [565] = −2.81, 𝑝 = .006). Female participants also
gave significantly lower perceived audio-visual correspondence and
believability ratings for the male ectomorph when paired with a
high-pitched voice than when paired with a medium-pitched voice
(AVC: 𝑡 [565] = −2.31, 𝑝 = .027. B: 𝑡 [565] = −2.17, 𝑝 = .038). Mean-
while, only male participants gave statistically significant higher
perceived audio-visual correspondence and believability scores for
ectomorphs with a high-pitched voice than for the one with a low-
pitched voice (AVC: 𝑡 [565] = 2.53, 𝑝 = .016. B: 𝑡 [565] = 2.71,
𝑝 = .009).

Male mesomorphs got statistically significant lower perceived
audio-visual correspondence and believability ratings from male
and female participants when paired with high-pitched voice than
when paired with other pitch levels (AVC: male participants high-
low: 𝑡 [565] = −2.62, 𝑝 = .012; female participants high-low: 𝑡 [565] =
−3.81, 𝑝 < .001; male participants high-medium: 𝑡 [565] = −4.48,
𝑝 < .001; and female participants high-medium: 𝑡 [565] = −5.09,
𝑝 < .001. B: male high-low: 𝑡 [565] = −2.37, 𝑝 = .024; female high-
low: 𝑡 [565] = −3.68, 𝑝 < .001; male high-medium: 𝑡 [565] = −4.66,
𝑝 < .001; female high-medium: 𝑡 [565] = −4.96, 𝑝 < .001). However,
there were no statistically significant differences between perceived
audio-visual correspondence ratings for the male mesomorphs with
either low- or medium-pitched voices. Only the perceived believ-
ability ratings from male participants were significantly lower for
the mesomorph with a low-pitched voice than for the mesomorph
with a medium-pitched voice (𝑡 [565] = −2.30, 𝑝 = .029).

Only female participants gave statistically significant lower per-
ceived audio-visual correspondence and believability ratings for
the endomorphic male virtual character when paired with the high-
pitched voice than when paired with the medium-pitched voice
(AVC: 𝑡 [565] = −2.26, 𝑝 = .034. B: 𝑡 [565] = −2.56, 𝑝 = .014) or low-
pitched voice (AVC: 𝑡 [565] = −2.22, 𝑝 = .031. B: 𝑡 [565] = −2.40,
𝑝 = .022). However, unlike the perceived audio-visual correspon-
dence rating for the female endomorph, there were no statistically
significant differences between the perceived audio-visual corre-
spondence nor the perceived believability for the endomorphic
male virtual character when paired with low- or medium-pitched
voice.

4.2.2 Voice Pitch. Our male participants perceived the male vir-
tual character with a high-pitched voice and an ectomorphic body
to have significantly more audio-visual correspondence and was
significantly more believable than a male virtual character with a
high-pitched voice and a mesomorphic body (AVC: 𝑡 [565] = 2.54,
𝑝 = .015. B: 𝑡 [565] = 2.33, 𝑝 = .027). Our female participants only
agreed with the trend in the correspondence rating where the male
virtual character with a high-pitched voice has higher audio-visual
correspondence when paired with an ectomorphic body than when

paired with a mesomorphic body (𝑡 [565] = 2.31, 𝑝 = .028). Female
participants only perceived a high-pitched voice with male ecto-
morphs to be marginally more believable than with mesomorphs
(𝑡 [565] = 2.02, 𝑝 = .054). However, we did not find statistically
significant differences in the correspondence level when comparing
a high-pitched voice paired with an ectomorphic body versus an
endomorphic body.

Only male participants gave a statistically significant lower cor-
respondence rating for male virtual characters with a medium-
pitched voice when paired with the endomorphic body type than
when paired with the mesomorphic body type (𝑡 [565] = −2.35,
𝑝 = .028). Similarly, only male participants rated a low-pitched
voice to be significantly more believable with endomorphs than
ectomorphs (𝑡 [565] = −2.07, 𝑝 = .048). However, we observed
no statistically significant contrasts in the perceived believability
ratings for medium-pitched voice on male virtual characters among
the different body types.

Male virtual characters with a low-pitched voice got statistically
significant lower perceived audio-visual correspondence and be-
lievability ratings when paired with an ectomorphic body than
when paired with a mesomorphic body (AVC: male participants:
𝑡 [565] = −2.62, 𝑝 = .012; female participants: 𝑡 [565] = −2.07,
𝑝 = .048. B: male participants: 𝑡 [565] = −2.75, 𝑝 = .008; female
participants: 𝑡 [565] = −2.30, 𝑝 = .029). Moreover, only male partic-
ipants rated a low-pitched voice to have statistically significantly
lower audio-visual correspondence and to be significantly more
believable with endomorphs than with ectomorphs (𝑡 [565] = −2.07,
𝑝 = .048).

4.3 Correlations
We computed the cumulative Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficients between the perceived audio-visual correspondence and
believability. We found strong correlations for the male (𝑟 = .907,
𝑝 < .001) and female (𝑟 = .909, 𝑝 < .001) virtual characters.

5 DISCUSSION
Overall, the results suggest that there were some statistically sig-
nificant differences between the mean of the dependent variables,
perceived audio-visual correspondence and believability, for each
of the experimental treatment levels. We found that body type
alone only affected the level of audio-visual correspondence and
the perceived believability of male virtual characters. Meanwhile,
voice pitch alone can affect the level of audio-visual correspondence
[Kao et al. 2021] and the perceived believability of both female and
male virtual characters. Moreover, the effect of voice pitch on our
dependent variables (perceived audio-visual correspondence and
believability) depended on the body type it was paired with and
vice-versa. We observed strong correlations between the perceived
audio-visual correspondence and the believability ratings of all
the virtual characters. Finally, results from both male and female
participants concluded with mostly the same main and interaction
effects, with exceptions for extreme pairs that are discussed in the
later part of this section.

Studies on humans showed that both female and male virtual
characters with larger body and facial dimensions, classified as en-
domorphs, received higher audio-visual correspondence ratings and
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were perceived as more believable when paired with low-pitched
voices, and virtual characters with longer and smaller body and
facial dimensions, classified as ectomorphs, to be associated with
high-pitched voices [Cartei and Reby 2013; Macari et al. 2014]. In
line with published human research, our participants rated the me-
somorphic male virtual character with a medium-pitched voice to
have the highest perceived audio-visual correspondence and to be
the most believable among all the treatment levels for the male
virtual character. Similarly, our results show significantly higher
perceived audio-visual correspondence and believability ratings for
endomorphic female virtual characters with a low-pitched voice
than the other voice-pitch levels. In general, our participants per-
ceived endomorphic virtual characters as the least believable with
high-pitched voices than the other pitch levels. Other factors, such
as the different facial width-to-height ratio (FWHR) in our virtual
characters, may also influence our results. The endomorphic virtual
characters we used in this study had the largest FWHR (widest
faces) than the other body types. Published literature showed that
wider faces in virtual characters and lower voice pitch were both
perceived as more aggressive and dominant. This association may
contribute to why our participants perceived endomorphs to be
more believable with lower-pitched voices [Ferstl et al. 2021a; Jones
et al. 2010]. Along the same trend, our participants perceived fe-
male mesomorphs and endomorphs with medium- and low-pitched
voices as more believable with higher audio-visual correspondence,
than when paired with the high-pitched voice. Our results for male
virtual characters also show that participants agreed upon the gen-
eral predicted trend where mesomorphs and endomorphs were less
believable with less audio-visual correspondence when paired with
high-pitched voices. However, there were no statistically significant
differences when either the male mesomorph or the endomorph
was paired with either a low- or a medium-pitched voice. Here, we
speculated that our participants noticed the oddness of the meso-
morphic body-high voice pitch and the endomorphic body-high
voice pitch pairs. Correspondingly, a high-pitched voice was per-
ceived as more believable and a better match with ectomorphs over
the other two body types (RQ1.1 & RQ1.2).

The overall quantitative data suggested that both male and fe-
male virtual characters were perceived as more believable, with
higher audio-visual correspondence when paired with low- or
medium-pitched voices when compared to the high-pitched voice
(RQ2.1 & RQ2.2). Aligning with our results, research on humans
showed that a low-pitched voice for both male and female speak-
ers was perceived as more dominant, and both men and women
preferred low-pitched voices for men [Jones et al. 2010]. This sug-
gested that virtual characters can be perceived as believable with
a lower-than-average human voice pitch. Since our participants
perceived the female ectomorphic virtual character to be the most
believable with the medium-pitched voice, we think that the F0
used for the high pitch level may be too high for virtual characters
of this style.

Despite the commonest of the mesomorph body type [Koleva
et al. 2002], our participants rated ectomorphs to have the overall
highest level of perceived audio-visual correspondence and believ-
ability across the three body types (RQ3.1 & RQ3.2). Moreover,
our findings among both male and female participants agreed with
that of Mitchell et al.’s [Mitchell et al. 2011], where they found the

mismatch in voice and face to create discomfort and uncanniness.
The strong correlation (RQ4) between our perceived audio-visual
correspondence and believability ratings suggested that one does
influence another.

Additionally (RQ5), our results show that male participants gave
more extreme ratings for female virtual characters with combina-
tion pairs that opposed the published results from human research.
Likewise, male participants were also more likely to give higher
ratings for virtual characters with body type and voice pitch lev-
els that were associated with human research. For example, only
male participants gave lower perceived audio-visual correspon-
dence and believability ratings for the ectomorphic female virtual
character with a low-pitched voice. Moreover, our male participants
perceived the ectomorphic female virtual character with a high-
pitched voice to be more believable than our female participants did.
Research showed that men had a stronger preference than women
for women’s voices with higher pitch [Jones et al. 2010]. Overall
our male participants were more generous with their ratings. Fur-
thermore, we observed that our participants noticed the extreme
treatment pairs that were associated with human research [Macari
et al. 2017; Pawelec et al. 2020], which included ectomorphs with
high-pitched voices and endomorphs with low-pitched voices for
the virtual characters of their sex. For example, only male partic-
ipants rated male ectomorphs more believable when paired with
a high-pitched voice than a low-pitched one. Similarly, although
both participants sexes perceived the female endomorph with a
low-pitched voice to be the most believable compared to the en-
domorph with other voice pitch levels, only female participants
rated the female endomorph to have a marginally higher perceived
audio-visual correspondence when paired with a low-pitched voice
than when paired with a medium-pitched voice.

Although we expected the results to be the same for both female
and male virtual characters because research showed that the pitch
range for both sexes was similar [Traunmüller and Eriksson 1995],
qualitative survey responses suggested that some of our partici-
pants believed that the acceptable voice pitch ranges were different
for each sex due to the participants’ different personal experiences
or influences from current media. These participants did not specify
how the ranges were different. A participant mentioned that some
voice-body pairs appear to be off-putting, but not necessarily unbe-
lievable because they felt like outliers did exist. Furthermore, we
observed that the effect of participants’ sex was only statistically
significant in female virtual characters, which was a plausible bias
caused by the majority of male participants in our pool.

From the optional survey responses, we discovered that our
participants associated the treatment pairs with existing virtual
characters from games, media, or real people they know. They of-
ten described similar personalities or roles. For example, several
participants commented on the high-pitched voice for sounding
too “juvenile” for the virtual character that resembled a “profes-
sional.” Additionally, some participants mentioned that the virtual
character looked and sounded “confident” and commented on the
perceived emotions of the virtual character. The virtual characters
were designed to have limited emotions to remain neutral but were
perceived as tired or depressed. Even though the participants didn’t
directly mention whether those emotions affected the perceived
audio-visual correspondence or believability scores, past studies
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showed that emotions could affect voice pitch [Breitenstein et al.
2001].

Some participants mentioned that they wanted to edit the rat-
ings they gave to the previous virtual character after seeing the
other combinations. Whilst the treatment combinations were ran-
domized, some participants commented that they felt like the voice
belonged to the first virtual character they saw, resulting in a higher
correspondence score for earlier pairs and difficulty in determining
the “uniqueness” of the later voices. Literature showed that first
impressions influenced whether humans build relations with others
and find their interactions believable [Bergmann et al. 2012].

5.1 Limitations
Our results should be treated cautiously since this study was lim-
ited in various aspects. First, our study was conducted on partic-
ipants who self-reported as English speakers who resided in the
United States with American English-speaking virtual characters.
Therefore, we cannot guarantee the same results for other non-US
cultures. As discussed earlier, ratings were likely influenced by the
participant’s experience. Since people from different places vary
by size, people of different cultures may have different thresholds
for what they determine to be a larger or smaller virtual character.
Furthermore, we cannot assume the same results for other lan-
guages, dialects, and accents, especially tonal languages, where
pitch influences the meaning of the speech.

Multiple attributes characterize voices, but our study only fo-
cused on a single vocal feature: F0, perceived as pitch on a limited
number of voices. Moreover, a virtual character is also characterized
by various aspects that we kept constant in our study, including,
but not limited to, age, style, personality, emotions, and clothing.
Therefore, we do not know if the same results exist when other
acoustic features and virtual character elements are also taken into
account.

Finally, this study was highly dependent on the voice synthe-
sis method used to manipulate the voice pitch and the animation
techniques used to create lip-sync animation. A few participants
commented that sometimes the virtual characters felt robotic, and
the lip-syncs were slightly off due to the video buffering. Thus,
these technical limitations may have affected our results.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In conclusion, our results suggest that the virtual character’s per-
ceived audio-visual correspondence level, that is, thematch between
the virtual character’s physical dimensions from head to body and
the virtual character’s voice pitch, influenced the virtual charac-
ter’s perceived believability. It was shown that human audiences
had expectations for the appropriate voice pitch that belonged to
certain body types. Thus, when virtual characters of a certain body
type had a voice pitch that matched the viewer’s expectation for
how that body should sound, the virtual character became more
believable. These expectations were drawn from real-life experi-
ences that aligned with the general consensus shown in human
studies. However, the perceived audio-visual correspondence in
virtual characters may not be sufficient in determining the per-
ceived believability of the virtual characters since there are other
contributors, such as emotion, personality, and interactions.

For future research, we would like to strengthen the impact of
our project by exploring other factors that were the limitations of
this study. We would like to explore the voice-to-body relationship
in different cultures and languages because virtual characters are
often exposed to audiences worldwide. Additionally, since culture
also influences people’s preference on body type [Sewell 2011],
another possible future work is to assess whether different levels of
attractiveness can influence the levels of believability. Furthermore,
we would like to explore the use of virtual characters to increase
diversity and inclusion in online classrooms. We would also like
to investigate the same relationship across different virtual char-
acter styles, emotions, and settings. Although we specified that
the perceived believability in our study is the likeliness that the
virtual characters produce the give voice, our ratings still depended
on what the participants perceived as “believable” to some extent.
Therefore, we would like to extend to the other contexts of per-
ceived believability, such as interactivity [Bogdanovych et al. 2016],
and present our treatment combinations in a more immersive, en-
gaging, and interactive experience. One possibility is to directly test
the effects of perceived believability, such as the virtual character’s
ability to influence the participants [Bogdanovych et al. 2016].
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A APPENDIX: QUESTIONNAIRES

Table 1: Questions measuring the perceived believability of
the virtual character.

# Question View

Q1 Rate the believability of the virtual character’s voice
and appearance combined.

full-body

Q2 Rate how well you agree with the following: I would
expect the virtual character to sound like this from
the way they look.

full-body

Q3 Rate how well you agree with the following: I would
expect the virtual character to look like this from the
way they sound.

full-body

Table 2: Questions measuring the perceived audio-visual cor-
respondence in the virtual character.

# Question View

Q1 How well does the virtual character’s voice
match their face?

close-up

Q2 How well does the virtual character’s voice
match their body?

full-body

Q3 How appropriate were both the visual and au-
dial characteristics combined of the virtual char-
acter?

full-body

Q4 Rate how well you agree with the following:
The virtual character’s voice matches the virtual
character’s appearance.

full-body

Q5 Rate howwell you agreewith the following: The
voice sounds unique to the virtual character.

full-body

Table 3: Free-form questions.

# Question View

Q1 Any comments on the virtual characters’
voices?

full-body

Q2 Any comments on the virtual characters’ ap-
pearances?

full-body

Q3 Any comments on the virtual characters’
appearance-voice match?

full-body
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